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SUMMARY

Transmutation technique is being developed for reducing the amounts of Actinides and long-lived

nuclides in the spent fuel from nuclear power plants. Since these high toxic materials have the very long

half-life, they accumulate in the environment and cause severe radiadtion damage to human body. The

transmutation technology could contribute to reduce the environmental risks associated with radio-waste

disposal facilities. In order to develop and design a good transmutation system, it is necessary first to

select the best available coolant material for a reactor coolant system. Choosing the best coolant material

may not be easy since there are several criteria associted with thermal performance, safety problem, cost

problem, neutronic aspects, etc. The best option should be chosen based on the maximization of our

needs in this situation. It is a challenging task. Decision theory can be employed to solve this type of

problem.

This report presents the feasibility study for evaluating the best coolant material in transmutation reactors

based on the multi-attribute utility theory. The main problem presented here is how to logically evaluate

candidate coolant materials under multiple criteria such as thermal performance, safety problem, cost

problem, neutronic aspects, etc. Since the current problem involves multiple criteria or attributes, first of

all, the multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) such as SMART and AHP has been extensively reviewed.

Then, many candidate coolant material for transmutation reactors have been identified. The next step is to

construct a value tree that express the relevant objectives and attributes for comparing alternative coolant

materials. The ranks were assessed to reflect the relative importance of the attributes for overall

evaluation. Finally, given these assignments, the final goal were obtained by manuplating these ranks

through the value tree. The proposed approach is intended to help people be rational and logical in

making decisions such complex tasks.
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